MANSFIELD ENERGY
Natural Gas

Reliable Service.
Experienced Support.
ENERGY COSTS GO BEYOND LOW MMBTU PRICING
At Mansfield, we understand reliable, low natural gas costs

Is Your Natural Gas
Provider Proactively
Managing Your Energy
to Save You Money?

are part of our customers’ big picture needs regarding total
energy procurement and management. In addition to offering
consistent, competitive pricing, the Mansfield team is
dedicated to helping your company understand and reduce
its total energy spend. After all, business owners know that

Experienced procurement professionals

the cost of energy goes well beyond the MMBTU.

understand the value of having a

COMMODITY RISK MANAGEMENT EXPERTISE

sophisticated energy partner when

While no one can predict

it comes to actively managing and

natural gas prices with

optimizing procurement, storage,

certainty, the effects of

and hedging strategies. Mansfield

future price volatility on your

will partner with your organization

company’s operations can

to maximize savings and operational

be controlled. For Mansfield’s commercial and industrial

efficiency, allowing you to focus on

customers, we implement a wide array of risk management

running your business and growing

tools essential to controlling the effects that market swings

the bottom line.

might otherwise have on your operations. When you have a
business to run, commodity price risk should be the least of
your worries. Mansfield offers a wide range of strategies
designed to fit your unique needs, including:
Fixed Price – Call Strips,
Single Price, or Trigger
Basis – Based on major
trading hubs and NYMEX
Variable – Daily Average,
Fixed Basis, and FOM

TEAMWORK

Indexed – Monthly Adjusted
Pricing
Structured – Price Caps, Take or
Pay, BTU Swaps and Landfill Gas
Tiered – Combinations of
different pricing methods for
maximum flexibility

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

INNOVATION

INTEGRITY

PERSONAL SERVICE

EXCELLENCE

MANSFIELD ENERGY
Natural Gas
THE MANSFIELD DIFFERENCE
Through a combination of superior risk management strategies,
broad geographic footprint, and a 60 year history of simplifying
our customers’ energy spends, Mansfield is able to offer
competitive pricing and creative solutions to solve our customers’
most complicated energy procurement needs. We have the
expertise to help successfully execute your energy strategy.

NATURAL GAS CONSULTATION
We understand running your business

LOW COSTS, RELIABLE SUPPLY
Mansfield Energy has built long

is complicated enough without having
to worry about commodity price swings

lasting customer relationships

and supply shortages. To meet your

based on our continuing commit-

unique needs, Mansfield offers a

ment to ensuring a reliable supply

detailed natural gas procurement

of competitively priced natural gas

analysis to study your business needs,

- backed with excellent customer service. Let us show you how

goals, and strategy. Our experienced

we can design a program to meet your budget and needs.

energy professionals will provide you
with an energy plan customized for
your specific business objectives.

REDUCE YOUR NAT GAS EXPENSE
• Bill consolidation, including
multiple energy commodities
on a single bill
• Economical, interruptible
service
• Balanced service customized
to your peak demand

• Comprehensive risk
management strategies
• Tariff analysis and
optimization
• Storage and pipeline
optimization

The result? An energy solution that
reduces your total natural gas spend,
simplifies operations and grows your
bottom line.
Contact us to schedule a consultation.
800-695-6626
info@mansfieldoil.com

ABOUT MANSFIELD ENERGY
Serving North America's leading companies, organizations and governments, Mansfield Energy provides innovative
solutions to the most demanding energy procurement, supply and logistics challenges. Offering a broad range of solutions
including fuels, natural gas, data management tools and price risk management services, Mansfield Energy delivers over 3
billion gallons of fuel and complementary products annually to 5,000 customers across the U.S. and Canada. Mansfield
Energy is headquartered in Georgia and operates in every U.S. state and Canadian province.
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